Keith Curtis
Clean fun in Vegas? Keith Curtis spices
up the Las Vegas landscape with pure,
wholesome comedy, proving that humor
doesn’t have to be dirty to be
outrageously funny. A statistician by day,
Keith defies the joke that statisticians
don’t have enough personality to become
accountants. He surprises audiences with
quick, bright twists of humor as he
demonstrates the ingenious talent of a
true clean comedian.
Keith thrives on applying his snappy wit
to everyday experiences, unveiling
amusement almost everywhere in his life
as a Las Vegas single — from the city
itself to cars, restaurants, television and
work. Sports jokes highlight Keith’s
repertoire. A former referee, he aspired to
become a pro football ref until he realized
the hecklers were worse than in comedy.
Keith is often the brunt of his own satire. Though he’s a Virginia native, much of his material is
straight from the southwest’s Sonoran desert: “It’s a dry humor.”
A dedicated Christian, Keith is obviously not afraid to be different — and he holds his own
even in a rough crowd. Before moving to sin city, he headlined at numerous churches and
clubs. He also was co-producer and co-star of Comedy Thrift Shop, a weekly show televised
on Channel 98 in Phoenix, Arizona, for nearly three years.
What do Keith’s audiences think?
“He’s the cleanest funny comedian I know and the funniest clean
comedian I know.” — Larry Kenny
“Clean yet edgy, the clever Christian conservative comedian Keith
Curtis is a contender.” — Julia Gorin
“Keith is a talented young writer and comic thinker. He’s well ahead of
the curve.” — Bob Kubota
Among the many locations where Keith has performed are New York
City; Las Vegas; San Francisco; Phoenix and Scottsdale, Arizona;
Albuquerque, New Mexico; and Melbourne, Australia. He shares a
birthday with his favorite comedian, Rita Rudner.
Let Keith’s intelligent brand of comedy bring a refreshing lift to your corporate event, church
gathering or nightclub lineup. He’d be happy to tailor material to a special occasion if needed.

